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Devapriya Roy is an Indian actress who has carved a niche for herself in
the Bollywood, Tollywood, and Bengali cinema industries. Known for her
captivating performances, particularly in roles that showcase her feline-like
grace and agility, she has become one of the most sought-after actresses
in Indian cinema. This article delves into the life and career of Devapriya
Roy, exploring her journey from humble beginnings to becoming a
celebrated actress.

Early Life and Education

Devapriya Roy was born on 19th May 1984 in Kolkata, West Bengal, India.
She grew up in a family of artists and performers, which fostered her
passion for acting from a young age. She completed her schooling at
Loreto House and went on to study English literature at Lady Brabourne
College. During her college years, she actively participated in theatre
productions and won several accolades for her performances.
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Career Beginnings

Devapriya Roy's acting career began with the Bengali film "Aami" in 2007,
where she played a supporting role. Her breakthrough came in 2010 when
she starred in the Bollywood film "Barfi!" alongside Ranbir Kapoor and
Priyanka Chopra. Her performance as the mute and deaf Jhilmil Chatterjee
garnered critical acclaim and established her as a rising star in the Indian
film industry.

Rise to Stardom

After the success of "Barfi!", Devapriya Roy went on to star in a string of
critically and commercially successful films, including "Goliyon Ki Raasleela
Ram-Leela" (2013),"Bajirao Mastani" (2015),and "Toilet: Ek Prem Katha"
(2017). Her ability to portray complex and nuanced characters, combined
with her stunning screen presence, made her a favorite among filmmakers
and audiences alike. She has also starred in several Tollywood films, such
as "Soggade Chinni Nayana" (2016) and "Mahanati" (2018),showcasing
her versatility as an actress.

The Catwoman of Indian Cinema

Devapriya Roy is often referred to as the "Catwoman of Indian Cinema"
due to her feline-like grace and agility. She has a natural ability to move
with fluidity and precision, which has made her a sought-after choice for
action roles. Her performance in the 2018 film "Baaghi 2" as a skilled
martial artist is a testament to her physical prowess and dedication to her
craft.

Personal Life



Devapriya Roy is married to actor Naresh Kamath. The couple welcomed
their first child, a daughter named Kiara, in 2020. She is known for her
private nature and prefers to keep her personal life out of the spotlight.

Awards and Recognition

Devapriya Roy has received numerous awards and accolades for her
contributions to Indian cinema. These include the Filmfare Award for Best
Supporting Actress for her performance in "Goliyon Ki Raasleela Ram-
Leela", the National Film Award for Best Supporting Actress for her
performance in "Mahanati", and the Zee Cine Award for Best Actress in a
Leading Role for her performance in "Toilet: Ek Prem Katha."

Devapriya Roy is a true icon of Indian cinema. Her enchanting
performances, coupled with her feline-like grace and agility, have made her
one of the most beloved and celebrated actresses in the country. She
continues to inspire and entertain audiences with her exceptional talent and
dedication to her craft. As she embarks on new and exciting projects, there
is no doubt that Devapriya Roy will continue to captivate and amaze
audiences for years to come.
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